Malcolm-Ieuan: Roberts.
180 Haven Road,
Pullenvale QLD 4069
Email: malcolmr@conscious.com.au
Phone: 04 1964 2379 and 07 3374 3374
Wednesday, March 19th, 2014

The Hon John Howard
GPO Box 36
Sydney NSW 2001

Dear Mr. Howard:
You may recall my letter of appreciation dated Monday, November 26th, 2007 noting
your contribution in leading initiatives for 32 years to improve Australia’s economy.
A copy is enclosed. Your letter acknowledging receipt was received.
Subsequently I’ve been dismayed to observe the damage you caused by agreeing to
implement a carbon dioxide cap-and-ration ‘trading’ scheme. I’m further dismayed
by the role you reportedly played in stealing farmers’ property rights. Please see
Appendix 12, here: http://www.conscious.com.au/CSIROh!.html Your endorsement
of Kevin Rudd’s core climate claims tarnishes your legacy and causes me to retract
my comments on your integrity and strength of character.
Please refer to the accompanying copy of my letter to Greg Hunt dated Wednesday,
March 19th, 2014 and particularly to page 5 therein.
With his latest letter to me Greg Hunt has put himself in an untenable position. This
is explained in the enclosed copy of my reply. Please particularly note page 2.
This letter is merely a courtesy. Perhaps though you may consider publicly shedding
more light on the circumstances of that difficult year. It seems almost everyone
including then ‘Australian of the Year’ Tim Flannery to Kevin Rudd applied
relentless and often dishonest political pressure to you on climate. By the way, Tim’s
behaviour is discussed in Appendix 9 at the link above. You were conned.
Perhaps you could take this opportunity to publicly restore your legacy.
Yours sincerely,
Original personally signed
Malcolm-Ieuan: Roberts.

Enclosures:
Copy of my letter to you dated November 26th, 2007
Letter dated October 31, 2013 from Greg Hunt to Malcolm Roberts
Reply dated March 19th, 2013 from Malcolm Roberts to Greg Hunt with enclosures
Report on CSIRO entitled CSIROh!
Copy will be made available here: http://www.conscious.com.au/letters.html

